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Created by the WA Legislature

✓ Non-partisan staff with            

bi-partisan governance

✓ Projects assigned via legislative 

bills or Board of Directors

Recent Assignments:

What Works? What are the costs 

and benefits of policies to improve:

✓ Crime

✓ K-12 & early education

✓ Health Care

✓ Child welfare

✓ Mental health

✓ Substance abuse

✓ Public health

✓ Employment

Olympia, WA

Capitol → ← WSIPP  
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WSIPP: Methods
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1. Evidence: What works to improve outcomes; what 

does not?
We meta-analyze all rigorous evaluations of policies to 

improve public outcomes of legislative interest.

2. Economics: What is the return on investment?
We compute benefits and costs to the people of Washington 

State using a consistent framework.

3. Risk: What is the likelihood that a program or 

policy will at least “break even?”
We model the uncertainty around measurement and  

assumptions to assess the riskiness of each option.

Are there policies that improve outcomes and

have a positive return on investment?



EXAMPLE: Double-dose classes
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1. Meta-analyzed evaluation findings from 5 studies.

2. Found statistically significant improvements in high school 

graduation and test scores.

3. Improvements in HS graduation also lead to:

✓ Increased labor market earnings

✓ Reduced crime

✓ Improved health



EXAMPLE: Double-dose classes
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Return on Investment

Benefits from changes to:

Crime $95

Labor market earnings associated with high school 

graduation $16,279
Health care associated with educational attainment $68

Adjustment for deadweight cost of program ($246)

Total benefits per participant $16,196

Cost per participant ($493)

Net present value $15,703

Benefit cost ratio 32.86      

Chance that the program will break even 98%



OUTCOME: High school graduation
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Program

Benefits and costs are life-cycle 

present values per participant, in 

2016 dollars.  Some programs 

achieve other benefits we cannot , 

at present time, monetize.

Monetary Benefits Costs Summary Statistics

Total Tax-

payer

Non

Tax-

payer

Benefits 

Minus 

Costs

Benefit

to

Cost 

Ratio

Odds of 

Positive 

Result

State and District early

childhood education 

programs

$41,684 $13,510 $28,174 $7,260 $34,424 5.74 89%

Mentoring for students: 

school-based (with 

volunteer costs)

$28,056 $8,708 $19,348 $1,847 $26,208 15.19 73%

Quantum Opportunities 

Program
$49,449 $18,286 $31,164 $27,323 $22,127 1.81 63%

Head Start $28,325 $9,276 $19,049 $8,939 $19,387 3.17 80%

Double-dose classes $16,196 $4,431 $11,766 $493 $15,703 32.86 98%

More examples from WSIPP’s current findings



WSIPP-REPORTED RESULTS
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WSIPP INVENTORIES
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Thank You

Website: http://www.wsipp.wa.gov

E-mail: bethanne.barnes@wsipp.wa.gov



EXAMPLE: Double-dose classes (Supplement)
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1. Meta-analyzed evaluation findings from 5 studies.

Two of the key protocols WSIPP follows to ensure a rigorous analysis are:  

• Search for all studies on a topic—We systematically review the 
national and international research literature and consider all 
available studies on a program, regardless of their findings. That is, 
we do not “cherry pick” studies to include in our analysis. 

• Screen studies for quality—We only include rigorous studies in our 
analysis. We require that a study reasonably attempt to demonstrate 
causality using appropriate statistical techniques. For example, 
studies must include both treatment and comparison groups with an 
intent-to-treat analysis. Studies that do not meet our minimum 
standards are excluded from analysis. 



EXAMPLE: Double-dose classes (Supplement)
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1. Meta-analyzed evaluation findings from 5 studies.

2. Found statistically significant improvements in high school 

graduation and test scores.



EXAMPLE: Double-dose classes (Supplement)
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Time Horizon



WA Evidence-Based Crime Programs

Keeping track of the legislature’s investments
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* People can participate in multiple programs. For our purposes, we count a person if they have 
started the program.  



WA’s Investment in Evidence-Based Programs

The cumulative effect on the need for prison beds
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As of 2015, WSIPP estimates 
that there are about 2,000 
fewer people in prison as a 
result of Washington’s 
evidence-based adult, juvenile, 
& prevention programs. These 
effects are reflected in the CFC 
prison bed forecast.  


